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QUESTION 1

A Merchant has purchased an extension from the Marketplace and it needs to be instated on production. 

Which three steps do you recommend the merchant? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Contact the extension vendor so they can enable the extension on the production environment. 

B. Contact Magento Support so they can enable fine extension on me production environment 

C. Magento Support so they can enable the extension on the production environment. 

D. Check the extension in a staging environment. 

E. Check the extension in a production environment. 

F. Follow the installation instructions provided by the extension vendor. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant has set the visibility of a configurable product to Not Visible individually and their variants to Catalog,
Search. How is the product family displayed on the product listing page? 

A. Only the simple products will display but null each nave a unique product detail page 

B. The configurable and simple products will display individually but each will have a unique product detail page 

C. Only the simple products will display but will share the same product detail-page as the configurable product 

D. The configurable and simple produces will display individually but earh will have the same product detail page 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A Magento Open Source merchant sell toys and gift and wants to improve the experience on their website. The
merchant wants to avoid extensions or customization. How is this achieved? 

A. Enable the Gift Registry and allow customers to create a public Registry accessible by direct URL 

B. Enable Wishlist functionality so customers can share a list for holidays or special occasions 

C. Create a configuration Gift Card product available for online redemption. 

D. Enable anonymous RMA to allow customer to return gifts without informing the original buyer 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

To prepare for a new season a Magento Commerce products in the Magento Admin users simultaneously updating and
adding new products in the Magento Admin. Site performance is slow during these changes 

What do you do? 

A. Refresh Full Page Cache and ask a developer to run a full catalog reindex 

B. Configure the indexers to Run on Schedule instead of Run on Save 

C. Disable cron Jobs 

D. Ask your developers to move admin panel to a separate server 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The customer support channel of a store running the Magento Commerce Cloud is receiving calls from customers
experiencing problem placing orders. After click the Place order button the page take a long time to load. What tool do
you use to identify the issue? 

A. Fastly CDN 

B. Magento Cloud Panel 

C. New Relic APM 

D. Blackfire profiling 

Correct Answer: C 
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